
 

Using Google Street View to estimate travel
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A study published today in PLOS ONE indicates that Google Street View
has the potential to estimate how common cycling is in cities, and
potentially other travel patterns too. The analysis of 2,000 Google Street
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View images from 1,000 random locations in each of 34 cities in Great
Britain found strong agreement with data on cycling, and public
transport and motorbike use from the 2011 census and annual Active
People Survey.

The World Health Organization has estimated that physical inactivity
claims up to 3.2 million premature deaths across the world including 2.6
million in low- and middle-income countries. Increasing active transport,
such as cycling or walking, is one way to improve physical activity levels
in a population.

To understand and improve urban travel, data is needed on modes of
transport used. However in most countries, up-to-date, accurate data is
often not available at the city level.

Recently researchers have turned to big data sources to estimate walking,
cycling, and other travel patterns in cities. This new study, led by
scientists from the MRC Epidemiology Unit at the University of
Cambridge, explored for the first time the potential of using Google
Street View images to predict travel patterns at the city level.

Google Street View is the service provided within Google Maps through
which users can navigate through the panoramic imagery of the streets.
The researchers selected a random sample of 34 British cities. The
researchers then accessed 2,000 images in each city from 1,000
randomly sampled locations, and counted the number of pedestrians,
parked cycles, cyclists, motorcycles, cars, buses and vans/trucks in each
image.

The Google Street View data was compared with levels of walking,
cycling and other travel modes as reported in the 2011 Census. It was
also compared with cycling and walking data from 2010 to 2012 in the
Active People Survey, an annual physical activity survey in England.
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Using images recorded from 2010 to 2012, they ensured that the
observations of Google Street View images and comparison datasets
belonged to the same period.

The researchers found strong correlation between the Google Street
View observations and levels of cycling, and public transport and
motorbike use as reported by Census and the Active People Survey, with
moderate level of correlation for walking. They also found promising
results from a pilot analysis on the ability to predict the gender
distribution of cyclists.

Google Street View has been widely used by researchers to map the built
environment such as road infrastructure and green cover. This is the first
time Google Street View has been used to estimate travel patterns across
several different transport modes.

Google Street View is available in at least 90 countries covering a range
of low- and middle-income settings and all continents. Over time more
countries are expected to be included. This opens multiple exciting
opportunities to estimate levels of cycling, and potentially other transport
modes, across thousands of cities worldwide. Google Street View data
has the potential to complement both traditional data such as censuses,
and other new big data sources such smartphone apps.

Dr Rahul Goel of the MRC Epidemiology Unit, lead author on the
paper, said:

"Establishing a good relationship between Google Street View data and
population-level surveys is highly encouraging. We are excited about the
global applications of this study, especially in settings where availability
of data on walking and cycling levels has been traditionally scarce".

Dr James Woodcock of the MRC Epidemiology Unit, principal
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investigator on the study and senior author on the paper said:

"If something is not measured then it is often ignored. It is surprising
how little we know about how much cycling there is in many cities
around the world. Google Street View has great potential for
understanding how people travel in many countries. The data is freely
available and is collected in a more consistent way than many traditional
surveys".

  More information: Rahul Goel, Leandro M. T. Garcia, Anna
Goodman, Rob Johnson, Rachel Aldred, Manoradhan Murugesan, Soren
Brage, Kavi Bhalla, James Woodcock. Estimating city-level travel
patterns using street imagery: a case study of using Google Street View
in Britain. PLOS ONE; 02 May 2018 journals.plos.org/plosone/arti …
journal.pone.0196521
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